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14 May 2020 

To: SGIO Insurance Ltd 

 
Re: Mrs. AFSANEH COOPER

64 CALLEY DR
LEEMING WA 6149 

 
Claim Number:
Builder Ref:
Claim Received:

SGW202545457
RPT-203378-1
11/05/2020

 
Incident Type: Storm or Rainwater  Attend Date: 14/05/2020
Assessor: Luke Silvestro  Phone Contact: 0428 093 962

MAKE SAFE CONDUCTED: NO
TYPE OF MAKE SAFE COMPLETED:
SPECIALIST REPORT OBTAINED: NO
SPECIALIST TYPE: N/A

View Of Property
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Front elevation 
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PROPERTY DETAILS  
At the time of site attendance it was found that the property is approximately 34 years old, Single Storey dwelling 
constructed of Brick & Metal Corrugated and generally in Good condition.
  
 Detached Garage: NO
 Shed(s): NO
 Swimming Pool: NO
 Detached Granny Flat/Other building: NO

CLIENT DISCUSSIONS:
Whilst on site, we met with the insured who advised:
Met with Mrs Cooper on 14 May 2020 at 11 am, who advised immediately that there were other ongoing claims 
related to the dividing fence and the remaining section to the right hand side has now collapsed due to the recent 
storm on 5 May 2020..

RESULTANT DAMAGE:
The following areas of the property were noted as damaged:
9.5 lineal metres of right hand side dividing hardifence 50% shared with neighbour has cracked at ground level and 
collapsed. This will require removal and replacing with a colorbond type fence.The total length of Hardifence is 27.5 
lineal metres.
  
Has the resultant damage to the property been caused by a listed event: YES

CAUSE OF DAMAGE:
Our inspection has confirmed that the damages that exist have been caused by storm damage 

MAINTENANCE/DEFECT ISSUES:
Investigations conducted have identified the following maintenance/defect related issues that are directly 
responsible or a contributing factor to the damages that exist:
Section of fence from the pre-existing claim has not been repaired and resolved which has contributed in the 
remaining section of the hardifence to collapse in the recent storm. Had the pre-existing claim damages been 
repaired and resolved, the remaining 9.5Lm of hardifence may not have collapsed.

If unable to warrant repairs: N/A

REPAIR ESTIMATE (INC. GST):
The estimated repair costs for construction are: $932.67 

INSURE/OWNER MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITY:

Afsaneh Cooper
Geoff. B. Wadley, Commissioner for Declarations, Professional Property Valuer with land agents, triennal certificate from Agres Property Valuation [15/750 Canning Highway, Applecross, 6153 [Ph: 9 364 4979] wrote on 24/7/2003 in his report to Family Court magistrate: &quot;Residential property NO 64 CALLEY DRIVE, LEEMING (&quot;THE SUBJECT PROPERTY&quot; [PAGE 1], DWELLING believed erected during 1986. [page 3]. &quot;This report is in front of me and has 7 pages. He produced this report for magistrate to assess settlement of my divorce in 2003.

Afsaneh Cooper
Client Discussions: Whilst on site, ...:[.....] remaining section to the right hand side incorrect, edit it to:remaining section in zone 5 which is located between brick wall of height 60 cm at 62 Calley Dr., and the first post of the white post and panel retaining wall [perhaps built in 2012] at top of the hill next to Dividing Fence line in distance of 7 cm from it. This type retaining walls usually have a cylinder of concrete with size: D=30 cm, H=60 cm into the round as a footing. If a colorbond or ezy-slat fence with steel posts be erected next to that footing of the white post and panel retaining wall on the dividing fence line, the footing of that fence needs to shrink to D=15 cm and not 30 cm, causing fence collapse for 4th times during 2005-2020 [and later]. On crest of hill where the post of 62 Calley retaining wall is installed wind had blown with speed of 85 km/hour on May 5. Risk of fence collapse is high with half diameter concerete footing into theground. Also owner of 62 Calley had removed two trees showing in photos of zone 5b. please type calley6462 in search box of www.ewindfly.net to see the photos of zones 5 and 5b to understand the causes for the damage by clicking on a small yellow square comment box on each photo you see.

Afsaneh Cooper
Resultant Damage: [...] &quot;right hand side&quot;is wrong. Facing towards the damaged dividing fence line in 64 Calley, the damaged fence in claim: SGW 202 545 457 is loated on the left hand side. In photos sent to Cameron Smith at Shire, this damaged fence is loated in zone 5 on the Dividing ence line or rear yeard, on crest of the hill. It starts from the mango tree in 64 Calley or from 60 cm high brick wall at 62 Calley.

Afsaneh Cooper
Wind gust data in City of Melville on May 5 shows wind speed at night was 85 km/hour. However the fatigue as a result of 62 Calley removal of trheir two trees right next to this fence where the first post of the white retaining wall they have is erected 7 cm away from the joint 4 neighbouring fences, and undermining the fence as minimum of 60 cm on corner crest of the hill 7 cm from the dividing fence line bent the fence in 2012 and during that time and may 5, 2020 this fence was under fatigue due to several wind storm with minimum space to move towards 62 Calley rear yard and the fototing of their retaining wall bent the last panel 30 degree towards 64 Calley in a very high land which was invisible until 6/5/2020 when the last 9.5 m of the dividing fence collapsed in wind storm. Owner of 64 Calley was not informed that 62 Calley trees were all removed to let the installation of a cross retaining wall next to fence end corner happen. Also that owner until 20/5/2020 has no replied to any of her correspondence by even one page. Only the real estate of that rental house has sent a quote with order to build a fence with all retaining along the 26.7 meters fence in the cost of 64 Calley owner. The fence maker of that quote worked for 64 Calley has contradicted his words on Saturday May 16 and Sunday May 9 that the owner of 62 Calley has agreed to pay for all the cost of this fence, as that owner has come to 64 Calley on 16, 2020 stating she lodge a complaint to magistrate court if owner of 64 Calley does not let the fence totally be installed by her quote for the fence including all cost of retaining on 64 Calley. Owner of 64 Calley has written evidences for Barkley building services that her house was built in 1986. Owner of 62 Calley has not provided any evidence that her house was built before 1986 when 64 Calley was built. Therefore owner of 64 Calley does not accept contradictory information causes the 4th amage to this fence since 2005 so far. In this case that owner of 62 Calley needs fist to reply to correspondence of 64 Calley by registered Australia post within 14 days after their Realty One real estate forwarded my emails and letters left at 62 Calley post box. Failing to do so means this wner 62 Calley should appologize and pay for her negligent real estate for cooperation never done on securing the 9.5 m LM of bent fence and now every one knows why the owner tried to install a fence in his cost by a diceitful contradictor verbal claim through owner 64 Calley fence maker. She had hidden the white retaining wall in sand which undermind the fence and created fatigue in the fence during last 8 years.

Afsaneh Cooper
Under the Dividing Fences Act it is the duty of both neighbouring owners to share the duties of maintenance of the dividing fence and its base. That owner was given over 150 pages emails and attached letters and post box hand written letters to come and share the duty of removal of the broken fence panels and cleaning the debris from a meters from the dividing fence with owner of 64 Calley. Owner of 62 Calley ignored all and instead sent the fence maker of the quote owner of 64 Calley sent them in January with only 2 weeks notice under the Act of dividing fences, and fabricated that quote by announcing on Tuesday 12, 2020 this fence maker builds the colorbond fence but all retaining cost along 28 meters length of the fence is with owner 64 Calley. The fence maker said that owner has agreed and told his real estate agent he would pay for all cost of the dividing fence. The owner has not written down any word to confirm this verbal quote of him to the fence maker is true. Upon enquiry on May 10 by owner of 64 Calley, that fence maker has denied he has said this. However he wanted just to know what would be the reaction of owner of 64 Calley if that owner does such installation? I asked the fence maker, the realty one agent, and Cameron Smith from shire all tell the owner of 62 Calley to first write all his claims and evidences such as surveyor's statement about his ground level being legitimate in a registered Australia post and sends to me. Ten days has passed and only that owner's wife came at my house door right after Shire sent to our fence site a boss for building and planning to see the situation. On the same evening that shire sent that supervisor the owner's wife 62 Calley came to my house door to say if I do not agree to pay for all retaining cost of the dividing fence she would take me to court. The reason she never replied to me since 6/1/2020 so far as she said she did ot want to fight. 
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It has been indicated by our inspector that maintenance repairs are required to be carried out on the property as 
follows:
N/A
  
The estimated repair costs for maintenance are: 
Further comments: We recommend retaining walls are installed between the two properties so allow for the 
difference in ground levels.

CONCLUSION:
The findings of our inspection have confirmed: Based on our site inspection Mrs Cooper’s statement we can confirm 
there is already a previous claim on going for the majority of the fence however we have attained that the remaining 
9.5 lineal metres to the right hand side dividing fence has collapsed due to the recent storm on 5 May 2020. 

As the previous damages were not repaired, it is possible this has contributed in the remaining fence collapsing 
however we also note the remainder of fence would more than likely still be standing if the storm event didn't occur.

TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION REQUIRED:
Is Temporary Accommodation required immediately?  No
Estimated time frame for immediate temporary accommodation:  N/A 
 
What temporary repairs are required to make the home livable?
N/A

Is Temporary Accommodation required during repairs? NO
Estimated time frame for temporary accommodation during repairs:N/A 
 
Works to be completed when insured in temporary accommodation: 
N/A

SPECIAL NOTES: 
As this is a dividing fence claim we recommend a cash settlement. 

Please note Mrs Cooper was difficult and argumentative. During this assessment we were not fully aware of the 
existing claim and ongoing issues. 

We have marked the claim Unsure-Policy coverage and we await you further instructions. 

 

Afsaneh Cooper
This retaining walls requirement was sent in two emails to realty one real eatate who just orwards my emails to that fearful difficult owner. Zones 1 to 4 needs retaining of the sand at 62 Calley by limestone blocks or grano-concrete flooring upgrade for sand under pavers then pavers be laid on top of the grano floor. The grano floor should be 100 mm high located at 62 Calley side yard above limestone retaining wall 1986 and next to corner of 44 cm high brick wall attached to dividing fence line for 24 cm depth of that ground level in compared to 64 Calley garden sand.

Afsaneh Cooper
&quot;9.5 lineal meters to the right hand side&quot; should be amended to &quot;9.5 meters from brick wall 60 cm high corner to the first post of white post and panel retaining wall at 62 Calley next to the rear end of the dividing fence. Facing towards the dividing fence at 64 Calley that damaged fence on 5/5/2020 is located on the left hand site.

Afsaneh Cooper
David the registered young builder who walked in, met me in the middle of a phone call from a boss at shire. Then he started telling me that based on this phone call conversation with the shire boss i am the cause of all troubles. I asked David to read all the contents of my correspondence with owner 62 Calley from my website by typing calley6462 in search box of www.ewindfly.net already  sent to shire, SGIO and sone of its photos not all to the realty one real estate who just forwards my emails to the owner without him replying to me. David refused. He did not listen to show him the scope of retaining and ask him to write a quote for all retaining required. He had temper at the time due to rushing to another client. As a result I considerewd he is scared to work on this dividing fence line. I called another building company to give me a quote and if you accept ghosts come to your house building a fence without replying to you even one page, i would follow your method. Then why do you correspond and not just verbally send your quotes? If writing of a neighbour for a security threat lack of retaining and dividing fence is a cool funny laughing matter. The buildng insustry suite builders who can go to magistrate court as building matters mostly involes disputing offers. Outlaws are not favourites. 
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ATTACHED PHOTOS

  
 1.  Resulting Damage - 9.5 lineal metres of recent damage to 50% dividing Boundry fence  
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 2.  Additional Photographs - Existing claim and pre-existing damage to the rest of the dividing Boundry fence.  

 

 

 

  

Afsaneh Cooper
The left side two rows of brick includes 14 cm extra sand heigh above the limestone retaining wall erected at 64 Calley by my building license. Since the brick wall serves as a high garden it is important the sand height difference on both side of the fence around Hardie or colorbod fence does not increase 10 cm high. 14 cm is a push creating fatigue in long run decreasing the age of the fence. The 44 cm brick wall joining to this 60 cm brick wall has a length of 253 cm. As you see the 44 cm brick wall has 7 narrow long bricks which at the time this fence collapsed into my house those bricks were ocked between the edge of 12 cm width sand of 44 cm brick wall and corroguated srface of the fence pushing it to 64 Calley in case further storm tries to collapse this fence to 62 Calley. This is intentional malicious damage.
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 3.  Additional Photographs - Total fence length is 27.5 lineal metres 9.5 lineal metres from the recent damage 
the remaining fence is being resolved in a previous claim  

 

 

 

  

Afsaneh Cooper
The bricks are showing locked into brick wall which has only 12 cm sand distance from the fence which must be minimum 30 cm distance to let the fence move into sand in storm. The fence was locked by 7 bricks in mid-january and length of this 44 cm brick wall at 62 Calley is 253 cm joining a wider and taller brick wall of length 120 cm. Both walls served during years to push the ence to 64 Calley in wider wall by 14 cm extra sand height and in narrower wall [12 cm sand distance from fence] by locking 7 bricks to fence corrugated serface].
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 4.  Resulting Damage - Fence is cracked at the ground level causing it to collapse along the 9.5 lineal 
metres  

 

 

 

  

Afsaneh Cooper
This right side plant base shows at 62 Calley sand height was 14 cm [two brick rows] higher than the top of limestone retaining wall at 64 Calley imbalancing the fence towards collapse in 64 Calley with no response to the emails or letters left in post box at 62 Calley when 64 Calley Owner requested help from 62 Calley wner or his 4 tenants to come for straightening of the 9.1 m long fence bent not damaged. 64 Calley owner could only keep the 3 meters long bent not amaged fence at front yard in zone 1, by adding bricks next to them, but at crest of the hill with tresspass risk she could not do the same with 9.5 m long bent fence as she could fall for second time.
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 5.  Additional Photographs - Section of the pre-existing claim is still standing and intact but lean on due to the 
difference between the ground levels of properties along 4.5 lineal metres  

 

 

 

  

Afsaneh Cooper
This is zone 1 on the dividing fence ine at front yard of 64 Calley and at side ard of 62 Calley. I recommend a T-Shape gates and fence be erected wwith type: decorative fence [bar fence] be installed aline with cross hardie panel on right side for length of two adjacent gates being 220 cm installed on opposite two brick walls. Also dividing fence in zone 1 should be decorative fence [bar, metal]. For retaining of 14-18-30 cm sand eight difference etween 62 Calley I suggest one row of limestone blocks of L=50, H=35, W=25 cm be mortared together on 62 Calley side yard next to dividing fence, then decorative fence be installed on top of that limestone retaining wall. The rest of the fence can then be installed of type: ezy-slat or colorbond, but for storm fatigue not damaging the fence earlier than its life, it is recommended easy-slat to let the fence breath in wind storm. However in zone 4 with 3 m needing retaining it is better using gerano-concrete and paving of 4 cm concrete pavers of the 62 Calley in his land. Or just limestone 50x35x25 cm size, mortred together in 3m length of the fence nest to 44 cm high brick wall at 62 Calley.
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 6.  Additional Photographs - Pre-existing damage to a section of the right hand side dividing Boundry fence 
which is also linked to the previous claim not yet resolved  

 

 

 

  

Afsaneh Cooper
This is zone 1: The sand height is maximum 30 cm sloping down towards the street or towards the black compost bin. This is 64 Calley front side yard at dividing fence line next to 62 Calley. The dividing fence cannot be installed on the dividing fence line as it meets with concrete footings of a parallel brick wall at 62 Calley which has a crossing brick wall with concrete footing as well. Dividing fence needs to be built right next to crossing corner of front yard brick wall at 62 Calley.
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 7.  Additional Photographs - No retaining wall installed between the properties causing the issue with the 
fence to collapse  

 

 

 

  

  

 8.  Additional Photographs - Section of right-hand side dividing Boundry fence is still in place and previously 
propped again linked to the pre-existing claim not yet resolved  

Afsaneh Cooper
Zone 2: back yard at 64 Calley [top] and side yard at 62 Calley. a limestone retaining wall installed with one row with size 50x35x25 cm in land of 62 Calley would fix this problem you see which creates fatigue in long run in the fence base and causing it breaks due to storm.
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User
Owner of 64 Calley after noticed that the bending fence panels are not broken maintained the 3 meters long good bent panels at front yard in zone 1 by setting bricks she had at her verge. She asked for help in writing, by calling the tenants at 2 Calley to stay at 62 Calley and help straightening 9.5 m long bent fence panels in zone 5 but no one came for help and working alone without access to rear yard of 62 Calley could be considered tresspass by an owner who never showed up himself to owner 64 Calley nor corresponded with her. So the fence repair was left for that owner of 62 Calley to fix by himself or pay, matter was fully photographed at the time and several emails were sent to authorities and insurer and tenants at 62 Calley and realty one real estate to record the maintenance work report ontime.
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Job Manager: Nel, Monique  Manager phone:

Builder Ref: RPT-203378-1  

Date of Scope 15/05/2020  

Claim Number: SGW202545457  

Insured Name: Mrs. AFSANEH COOPER  

Street Address: 64 CALLEY DR
WA 6149

 

  

RPT-203378-1 (original) sent on 15/05/2020 

SCOPE OF WORKS: ORIGINAL
Room Title Measurements Qty UM Rate $ Total $ Trade

1.  RHS Dividing Hardifence (27.5LM) L:27.5m x W: m x H: m 
1  Remove and dispose damaged right-hand side dividing Hardifence 

9.5LM 50% shared with neighbour. (Cash Settlement)
1.00 356.24 356.24 Cash 

Settle 
2.  RHS Dividing Colorbond Fence 
1  Supply and install right-hand side dividing Colorbond fence 9.5LM 

50% shared with neighbour. (Cash Settlement)
1.00 356.24 356.24 Cash 

Settle 
3.  Disclaimers 
1  N.B. Final site clean, remove all claim related waste from site 

inclusive of existing damaged materials, leave site clean and tidy.
0.00 UNIT 0.00 0.00 Disclaimers 

2  N.B. Please note, all attempts will be made to provide materials to 
the closest possible match but no guarantee can be given if the 
product, sizing, colour or pattern is discontinued or unavailable. 

0.00 UNIT 0.00 0.00 Disclaimers 

3  N.B. All care will be taken to carry out repairs without causing 
damage to the surrounding surfaces and areas. However, should 
damage occur during the course of repairs additional costs may 
apply.

0.00 UNIT 0.00 0.00 Disclaimers 

4  N.B. As this is a dividing fence claim, we recommend cash 
settlement for 50% of the fence damage and 100% of the repairs 
on the policy holders side as follows: Fence length 27.5 LM Fence 
Type Hardi Damaged Length 9.5LM Fence rate @ $75 LM = $712.5 
Margin @ 19% = $ 135.37 GST = $84.78 Total cash settlement = 
$932.66

0.00 UNIT 0.00 0.00 Disclaimers 

5  Do not proceed as unsure - please advise. 0.00 UNIT 0.00 0.00 Disclaimers 
6  We await your further instructions. 0.00 UNIT 0.00 0.00 Disclaimers 

 
SUBTOTAL COSTS: $712.48 

MARGIN (19.00%): $135.40

SUBTOTAL (EX): $847.88

Builder reference(s) for this quote is(are):
RPT-203378-1 

GST: $84.79

User
Right hand should be left hand facing to dividing fence and standing at 64 Calley or zone 5.

User
right-hand side changes to left hand side if facing to dividing fence in 64 Calley or zone 5. This quote by a first fence maker is $200
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TOTAL (INC GST): $932.67


